THE subject of this note was suggested to me by the perusal of the accompanying volume [exhibited] . Ir is the property of my venerable and learned friend Professor Aquilla Smith, who believes it to be the earliest printed record of the practice of clinical medicine in Europe. It bears the title, "Antonii Benevenii Florentini Medici st Philosophi de abditis nonnullis ac mirandis morborum st sanationum causi%" and saw the light at Florence in the year A.D. 1507. The fact of the production of such a volume at such a date is highly interesting, not only in the history of the advancement of learning and scisnce, b~lt in the general relationships of that period to the social and artistic progress of man. It was precisely at the time of the printing of this volume that Florence had attained the zenith of her beauty and her glory, from which she was to decline so soon and so sadly. It is a product of the age and of the surroundings which produced the creations of Raphasl and of Michael Angelo, which had been actively impressed by the frenzied enthusiasm of Savonarola, were greedily imbibing the political principles of Machiavelli, and had, at that precise date, just ceased to be the arena of the diabolical machinations of Cmsar Borgia. A native of this same city of Florence had recently given his name to the newly discovered Western world, and the celebration of his part of the discovery--exactly ten years before the printing of this book--was patriotically hsld by his fellow-citizens, who maintained a stsady combustion of bonfires and torches for three successive nights in front of the birthplace of the distinguished explorer. That house is now a hospital, and bears the inscription :
ClŸ
Medicine in Europe in 1507.
~' Ob repertam Americam sui et patrise nominis illustratori amplificatori orbis terrarum."
Florence had soared to the highest attainable altitude in art and culture, in science and in literature~ during the glorious reign of Lorenzo the Magnificent~ which had been completed a few years before. "With peculiar pleasure (says Macaulay) every cultivated mind must repose on the fair, the happy, the glorious Florence~ the halls which rang with the mirth of Pulci~ the celi where twinkled the midnight lamp of l:)olitian, the statues on which the young eye of Michael Angelo glared with the frenzy of a kindred inspiration, the gardens in which Lorenzo medituted some sparkling song for the May day dance of the Etrurian virgins. Alas for the beautifu[ city! . . . A time was at hand when all the seven vials of the Apocalypse were to be poured forth and shaken out over those pleasant countries, a time of slaughter, famine, beggary, infamy~ slavery~ despair." The author just quoted enumerates, however, but six vials, and to these I can show some reason for adding a seventh.
In the vo]ume before me, written by one of the most prominent practitioners of the most cultivated country in Europe, and presenting the most striking features of the diseases which had especially impressed the mind of the author, we find that the place of honour is given to a chapter entitled '~ De morbo quem vulgo Gallicum vocant." He speaks of it as a new kind of discas% which~ in the year of grace 1496, had suddenly invaded, not only Italy, but nearly the whole of Europe. Commencing from Spain~ it first passed into Italy~ then into Gaul and the other parts of the Continent. Judging from the tone of the author's remarks~ he must have seen plenty of it~ although but eleven years had elapsed from the introduction of the new disease into the old world. He does not explain why the dubious compliment was paid to the French nation of giving its name to the disorder, and it is at least curious that this epithet should have been popularised within a few years from the advent of the great social plague. For a couple of centuries this title of ~' morbus Gallicus" was much used~ anda number of treatises on the venereal disease were published under that name. It even found its way into general literature ; we have :Pistol of dramatic fame announcing to his audience--- Chap. VIII. describes the symptoms of a young woman of sixteen possessed of an evil spirit. Her paroxysms remind one forcibly of a modern case of hystero-epilepsy~ as the author talks of her jumping on to and off her couch, and of her bringing the soles of her feet in contact with the nape of the neck in the interval. These spasms used to be preceded by severe pain in the lower part of the abdomen, which region became rapidly distended so as to present the appearance of that of a woman in the eighth month of pregnancy.
Chap. XXVIII. describes carefully and clearly the appearances and surgical treatment of a case of imperforate hymen. The author had recourse to crucial incision and removal of the pieces, with a completely successful result.
Chap. LXXI. gives a clearly recognisable description of senile gangrene of the toes~ a lesion with which the name of Mr. Percival Pott is usually associated in these countries. He especially dwells on the prognosis, as he declares the disease to be fatal when it occurs in this position.
Chap. LXXX. details the surgery of a calculus in the female bladder~ which had become impacted at the proximal end of the urethral canal, so as to cause retention of urine. It was first fixed by a hook, and then broken in pieces by passing a blunt iron instrument along the urethra~ down to the stone, and striking with a hammer. A completely satisfactory result followed the abstraction of the fragments. Such is the tone of the medicine and surgery of this pioneer volume~ which indicates a good deal of diagnostic and descriptive power~ and shows a very fair amount of surgical skill and empirical knowledge of the action of drugs. It represents ah immense advance on the medimval monkish treatment, when the diagnosis was com-pleted~ and remedial measures adopted~ from an examination of the excreta of the patient sent from any distance according to the convenience of the parties interested. From those days of purely imaginative diagnosis and treatment~ we have hada gradual advance to the purely materialistic practice of the surgical ~~ Jack the Ripper" who is sometimes he~rd of in the present day, and who attempts the removal of all morbid products through an incision or a trephine hole. And the appearance of the volume furnishes a tangible landmark to the inquirer who is interested in the gradual progress of the healing art. It really records the practice of an earlier date than that to which the title of this note refers, as the book was not p~lblished till seven years after the death of the author~ and by bis surviving brother. It also forros an interesting specimen of the medical latinity of the epoch~ while it can afford to take a respectable rank as ah example of early printing. Accordingly, I thought that I might, for a few minutes only, ask the attention of the Medical Section to this era of our professional history, for this important memento of which I am myself indebted to Dr. Aquilla Smith~ the :Nestor of our profession in Dublin~ who still remains, in I~is green and hearty old age, the highest authority amongst us on medi~eval medical literature.
